
Exploring technologies with research trough design



Motivations
What is the connection 
between technology and 
Craft?

Is there such a thing as tacit 
knowledge in technology 
mediated environments?

What is the role of creative 
practitioners in technological 
dissemination?



The narrative of 3D printing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyMYKWIAR5s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyMYKWIAR5s


What is technology anyway?

Oxford dictionary definition; [uncountable, countable] scientific 
knowledge used in practical ways in industry, for example in designing 
new machines



“There are no purely technical innovations. Diffusion is not only a social 
process, it also has social consequences, and it creates winners and 
losers. Social status and prestige, but also the economic ranking of 
members of a social system change as a result of innovation processes.” 
Everett Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, pp94.



Journalistic construction of technology (STS)

• Social construction of technology

• Technological dissemination

• Mechanism of dissemination

• Barriers for adoption

Top, Beast. Right, 
Léviathan 1 (2012); 
Neri Oxman, MIT.



Mass media and myth confrontation

• Mass media, hype and myths

• Confrontational aspects of the 
disruptive talk
• Generating distance

• Unrealistic claims

• Generating tensions

Dita’s Gown; Michael Schmidt 
Studios and Shapeways.



Technological dissemination

• Techno-deterministic societies

• ‘super-industrialised’ society Alvin 
Toffler.

• Everett Rogers diffusion of 
innovations

• Leapfrogers (Schumpeter's 
gale, creative destruction)

The diffusion of innovations according to Rogers. With successive 
groups of consumers adopting the new technology (blue), market 
share (yellow). Source; Wikipedia.



Adoption cycle



Luddites, saboteurs and Technological 
philistines
• Tehcno-deteministic societies put 

pressure on individuals to adopt 
emerging technologies (Catlin 
Myers,2005)

• Generational distances
• Loosing one technical generation

• Well stablished practice

Earth First Journal, 2013.



“Genealogy of the tool”

• Norbert Winer, coined the term in 
The human use of the human

• Additive manufacturing

• Additive development of 
technology, Creative evolution, 
Henri Bergson.
• Additive process of evolution
• Summative perception of materiality 

based in finite perception

• Latourian “thick and thin 
description”, in Could we have our 
materialism back? Traditional Clay modelling.



How it really works…



Case studies- Collaboration levels

• Textile Designer

• Painter and plastic artist

• Embroiderer

• Different patterns of 
collaboration and adoption



Case Study: Embroidery

• Low level collaboration
• Started with a high level of 

scepticism

• Developed interesting concepts and 
approaches

• Could drive to innovative 
embroidery techniques

• I became a printing service and 
she never got to develop a 
complete understanding of 3D 
printing.



Embroidery

Jen Deschenes, Embroidery and 3D 
printing, 2014.



Case Study: Nottobereproduced

• This project was funded by the 
European comminsion and 
facilitated by Black cube 
collective.

• ICT-ART connect

• Good hybrid practices emerged 
from it.

• Some level of separation in 
between practices.

Mark Connolly and Diego Zamora, 
Nottobereproduced, 2014.





Case study: WEAR3D

• High level collaboration

• She is fully independent with the 
technology and process

• We created new knowledge that 
belongs to both of us equally

• Practices are meshed and 
connected

• You can find more in 
www.wordpress.wear3d.org

Early experiments WEAR3D, Morvern Odling and Diego 
Zamora, 2014.

http://www.wear3d.org/




Designer/tool/service

• What is the role of a designer in this equation?

• Are we enablers? 

• Researchers?

• Do we offer interesting role models?



First 
engagement 

•Confronting myths

•Identifying barriers

Exploration of 
processes

•Identification of 
possible 
collaboration 
methods and 
approaches

Low level 
Collaboration

•Designer or 
technologist 
becomes a service

•Low technological 
embracing

Mid level 
Collaboration

•Technologist and 
practitioner 
develop common 
knowledge

High level 
collaboration

•The practice/method 
developed are a full 
hybrid between 
technologist and 
practitioner



Disruptive opportunity

• “Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity.” Seneca.

• How do we incite preparation?

• How do we provide opportunities?
• Dissemination is still low

• There is a lack of opportunities to engage with the technologies

• Some premises are necessary…



Open source, open hardware and open 
innovation
• Thriving communities of 

knowledge and practice
• RepRap, 2006 Adrian Bowyer, Bath 

University.

• Ultimaker, Netherlands, most 
competitive desktop 3D printing.

• Thingiverse, online repository of 3D 
models.

• Wide range of affordances and 
potentials



Craft, designing and making perspectives

• “at first I was scared” Ceramist, 56, 
talking about 3D printing.

• “…technology means that people 
that are architects or whatever can 
make things, if you know how to use 
rhino they can create objects and 
jewelry objects. They don't need to 
have the traditional background of 
metal working... but then they are 
different objects [referring to 
mechanical reproduction as 
compared to handcrafted] and it is 
cool as well.” Jeweler talking about 
digital fabrication. David Herrold, 2006.



Technological development and professional
meddling
• Techno deterministic societies push technologies 

• Technological development is perceived to promote professional meddling

• This shatters the principles of professionalism of the modern society

• Modernity and the risk society, enhances trust in expert systems. Anthony 
Giddens, Modernity and self-identity: Self and society in the late modern 
age.

• Counterintuitive to modern/Postmodern approaches towards technology 
and professionalism

• Emerging practice/Well developed practice seems to affect the willingness 
to adopt or experiment with new technologies.



Conclusions

• There is an intimate relation between technology and craft, that 
should allow practitioners to be at the forefront of technological 
dissemination

• Artists, designers and other creative practitioners have a crucial role to 
play by becoming early adopters/innovators beyond the marketing role 
they often play. (i.e. exploring disenchantment and critical 
commentary)

• A true techno-deterministic society should encourage the equal 
distribution of access to technological innovations.



What is the role of the designer in this…?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgR_ySkR1fo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgR_ySkR1fo


Diego Zamora
diego.zamora1@gmail.com
@extruderhead

Make your own tools, find your own process, tell 
your story.

mailto:Diego.zamora1@gmail.com

